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CIVIL CODE ARTICLES 758-761: SIDE ISSUES

(Paternity claims barred by Article 761 of the Civil Code: The problem of substIftue

remedies.)

INTRODUCTION

Some members of the Ethiopian legal profession are conerned about the severity
of our codified law of filiation which has been compreliensively restated in Workinesh
Bezabih v. Yidenekou, recently decided by the Supreme Imperial Court and reported
in Volume I of the Journal of Ethiopian Law (1964) at page 17. Rather than adding to
that luminous opinti, tids note is concerned predominantly with certain side issues
raised by the situation of a deserving mother-claimant who does not satisfy the strict
conditioas required by Article 758 of the Civil Code for a judicial declaration of the
paternity of her child. The text below constitutes a succinct analytical exploration of the
following question:

What remedies, if any, my still be available in such a situation with respeci Lh (1)
paternity, (2) damages, and (3) aliments?

PATERNITY

There are no remedies with respect to a declaration of paternity under Article 758
of the Civil Code in circumstances other than those of rape or abduction. Article 761
expressly prohibits the consideration of other circumstanes, e.g., seduction or admission
(see also the prohibitions under Article 721 ofthe Civil Code). Remedies, if any, available
to a claimant denied recovery under Articles 758-761 of the Civil Code may lie not with
respect to a declaration of paternity, but with respect to offences, faults, or acts which
are not grounds for a declaration of paternity.

Consequently, we have to explore, otide the domain of declaration of paternty,
the possibilities of giving redress to a claimant failing or likely to fail in her suit for a
declaration of paternity of her child. There is ample scope for such redress and precedents
in its favour exist abroad. Some ramedies may lie clearly in Tort (see the discussion below
under Damages), while others are argued for, with scant clarity, by the protagonists
of "alimentary" or "quasi-alimentary" redress (see the discussion below under Aliments).

DAMAGES

If the defendant's conduct, not amounting to abduction or rape (Articles 558 and
589 of the Penal Code), constitutes a seduction in terms of Article 596 of the Penal Code
or constitutes any other penal offence, a claim for damages can be based on Article 2035
of the Civil Code.
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If, without amounting to an offea, the defendant's fotw merely consists of conduct
contrary to good morals, a claim for damages can be based on Article 2030 of the Civil
Code in its Amharic and French versions. The English version of this Article is wrong
in that "offence" should read "fault' and "public morality" should read "good morals."
Article 2030 will allow damage-redress whenever the case of a mother-claimant denied
recovery under Articles 75W761 shows a minimum of merit. But fornication alone,
without other blamable condu, is insufficient to ground any claim (Artick 721 of the
Civil Code).

In appropriate casee, moral damages may be awarded over and above the material
ones on the basis of either Article 2107 or 2114 of the Civil Code in the AmhariFrench
versions. The English version of both seems wrong:

(a) Article 2107 (compare 2038) deals with a "repulsive" variation of what should
perhaps be temed battery rather than a ault.

(b) Article 2114, in the Frech version, speaks not of assault but of "atteinte A
la pudmr" and (apart from rape) of "acte contmraire A la pudeur." It also quitL
clearly contemplaw moral rparttipn, which the English version does not.
Article 2114 requires a penal conviction prior to damage-awards. So the French
ma.ster-versions of the Civil and Penal Codes might have to be collated to find
the penal counterparts for this provision, without which its object, moral
damages, cannot be attained. Such counterparts should presumably be sought
in Articles 590-595 of the Penal Code dealing with "sexual outrage."

Where the defendants illegal or immoral conduct (e.g. an unfair seduction)
was due to his intent to injure, Article 2106 (compare 2032) of the Civil Code
may alone sufe to ground a claim for moral damage.

AUMENTS

Can redress be given in the form of aliments or (maintenance,) under Article 808
of the Civil Code? The answer clearly is in the negative, unless the required relationship
(in our case paternity) is specifically established in the ways prescribed. These ways are
more limited in Ethiopian law than in the French law, which recognizes, for
example, seduction or admission as sufficient grounds for a declaration of paternity (see
French Civil Code, Article 340, as of July 15, 1955). Two points remain for discussion:

(a) Even without the establishment of paternity, French courts sometimes impose
an alimentary obligation by cireitous methods (see Enyclopedie Dalloz,
Droit Civil, Tome 1, Aliments, No. 63-77), which we shall now illustrate in
terms of Ethiopian law. A defendant's conduct not amounting to the formal
acknowledgment required by Article 748 of the Civil Code, but otherwise clear-
ly recognizing his probable paternity (statements, acts of supporting the child,
etc.) may be alleged to constitute an actionable novation of a non-actionable
moral obligation to maintain the child. Moral obligations are rwognized as
to their defensive effect by Article 2166 (I) of the Civil Code. But we could
hardly imply an acceptance and conclusion of their novation in view of the
strict requirements of Articles 1682, 1826, and 1828 of the Civil Code. Still
more questionable are some French decisions which, even in the absence of
such "novations," award compensation in the nature of quasi-alimentary
(revisable) obligations in cases of non.established paternity (Encyclopedie
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Dalaz, ibid., No. 13, including further reference). The aforementioned cir-
cuitous methods of alimentary relief are widely criticized as illogical (e.g.,
Mazeaud, Lscw de droit chit, Tome I, No. 963. See also No. 982). They
would be exceptionally disruptive in Ethiopia in view of the recent restrictive
purposes clearly and mandatorily expressed in Articles 761 and 721 of the
Civil Code, and whose change, therefore, lies in the power of the legislator
alone by the interpretative canons of the Common Law, the Continental Law
and te Ethiopian Law alike (Article 1733 of the Civil Code a forxiofl: see G-
Krzeczunowicz, "Statutory Interpretation in Ethiopia), I Journal of Ethio-
pian Law (1964) at page 318).

(b) In Ethiopian law the only effect givenx to non-legal (notorious) fiiatipn is that
of Article 584 of the Civil Code, which does not concern aliments- But Articles
745 and 708 of the Civil Code (concerning irregular unions) greatly facilitate
the establishment of presumptive legal filiations which do carry alimentary
duties in terms of Article 808 of the Civil Code.

CONCLUSION

A mother-claimant who does not satisfy the requirements of Article 758 of the Civil
Code has no other posibility to obtain a judicial declartion of paternity of her child.
Her subftitute remedies are:

(a) in fit cases, to claim damages for material and/or moral harm to herself;

(b) where the intercourse has initiated an "irregular union," to claim aliments
for the child (not for herself: see Article 711 of the Civil Code). (since in
such case the child "has a father" Article 758 becomes inapplieable even if
there was rape). She has no other possibility to recover aliments.

By: George Krzeczunowicz
Professor of Law,

Haile Sellassie I University
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